PARKCHESTER

THE BRONX, NEW YORK
6,382 UNITS | CLOSING YEAR: 1995

CPC’s investment in the preservation and responsible
ownership of the Parkchester complex beginning in 1995
is a prime example of how mission-oriented investments
in multifamily property can transform a neighborhood,
while generating a return that can be reinvested in
other community revitalization projects. Located in the
southeast Bronx and built between 1939 and 1942 by
MetLife as middle-income rental housing, Parkchester was
the largest privately built planned community in America.

CPC joined partners to form a joint venture and acquire
6,360+ unsold units, the retail space, and parking
garages. These assets became collateral to borrow
funds for the necessary repairs and improvements. The
$250 million revitalization of Parkchester’s 171 buildings,
12,271-residential units, and 500,000 square-feet of retail
space was a ten-year undertaking by CPC, its partners,
and the condo owners – a partnership that endured for
decades.

In 1968, the previous owner converted the complex
into two condominiums, Parkchester South with 8,286
units and Parkchester North with 3,985 units. When the
borough fell on hard times in the 1970s, many of the condo
units went unsold, retail tenants left, and the complex slid
into disrepair and financial distress. By 1995 the complex
was in dire straits.

The rehabilitation included the installation of more
than 65,000 new windows; new, high capacity wiring
and copper piping in every apartment; a complete
revitalization of the retail space, including a renovation
program and a long-term commitment from anchor tenant
Macy’s. The revitalization of Parkchester as a haven of
working-class housing has been a catalyst for opportunity
and stability within the neighborhood.
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RIVERDALE OSBORNE

BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
523 UNITS | CLOSING YEAR: 2007
Riverdale Osborne Towers is a mixed-use complex located in
the heart of Brownsville, Brooklyn. It consists of four, nine-story
residential buildings with 525 units of affordable housing for
low-income families, a preschool and 10,500 sf of retail, including
the only full service grocery store in the area.
For more than a decade before CPC acquired Riverdale Osborne
Towers, the property was plagued by poor management and
tenants endured awful living conditions, which included rodents,
gaping ceiling holes, dangerous gas leaks, waves of crime,
rotting walls and trash pile ups. One of the worst issues was
non-working elevators, which especially impacted individuals in
wheelchairs or parents with heavy strollers, forcing them to take
a working elevator in another building and walk to their
own building across the roof and down several flights of stairs.
CPC and its partner, Proto Property Services, were selected
by Catholic Charities to redevelop, renovate and preserve the
property as a safe, quality, and affordable place to live.
In 2007, CPC led a $39 million tenant-in-place renovation of
Riverdale Osborne Towers after the buildings had fallen into
extreme disrepair.
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Financing for the transformative renovations came from a
$19.4 million CPC construction loan and a $4.99 million PLP loan
from the New York City Department of Housing Preservation
and Development (HPD). Additional financing included $12.1
million in equity raised through the sale of 9% Low Income
Housing Tax Credits allocated by HPD and $2.5 million in
additional equity provided by CPC and its ownership partners.
A permanent loan was provided by the NYCRS Pension Fund with
SONYMA insurance.
As part of the renovations, new windows and kitchens were
installed in all apartments and the building systems were
upgraded with three new boilers, the replacement of all 8
elevators, and two new gas-fired furnaces for heat and hot water.
New roofs were installed on the residential buildings and the
exteriors beautified with landscaping and playgrounds. Security
was greatly enhanced with cameras, the construction of an onsite management office, gated, single-point access to the project
and the presence of security guards.
CPC continues to participate in the joint, responsible ownership
of Riverdale Osborne Towers alongside its partners.
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ST. ANN’S PORTFOLIO

MANHATTAN, NEW YORK
90 UNITS | CLOSING YEAR: 2019

In May 2019, CPC made an equity investment to
acquire and preserve the St. Ann’s portfolio in
partnership with SMJ Development, a certified
MWBE developer. Located in the South Bronx, the
portfolio consists of six buildings with 90 affordable
residential units and four commercial spaces. Under
the transaction, rent was restructured to preserve
affordability for 40 years from the closing date
through HPD’s LIHTC Portfolio Preservation (Year 15)
Program and HDC.

City real estate development, as part of its ongoing
initiative to support emerging, minority-owned
developers.

Formerly homeless individuals and families will be
given preference to rent 10-15% of units.
The buildings are located across the Morrisania,
Longwood, Mott Haven, and Melrose neighborhoods
of the South Bronx.

Addresses:

CPC partnered with SMJ Development, whose
principal has 18 years of experience in New York
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Planned renovations include upgrading fuel systems
to high-efficiency condensing boilers and new hot
water heaters, all new insulated roofs, building
envelope improvements, replacement of all windows,
façade repair and security camera and system
enhancement.

• 1061 Intervale Avenue, Bronx
• 590 East 169th Street, Bronx
• 839 East 156th Street, Bronx
• 946 and 948 Leggett Avenue, Bronx
• 590 East 138th Street, Bronx
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NYCHA MANHATTAN BUNDLE

MANHATTAN, NEW YORK
1,718 UNITS | CLOSING YEAR: 2021

As an equity investor, CPC leverages its record as an
innovative housing finance partner to provide a source of
patient equity financing that supports and stabilizes wellmanaged affordable and workforce rental housing. In FY
21, CPC and partners began the massive rehabilitation of
the New York City Housing Authority (NYCHA) Manhattan
portfolio, consisting of 38 troubled New York City public
housing buildings across 16 properties. CPC is part of the
PACT Renaissance Collaborative (PRC), a development
team that is renovating, preserving and managing the
portfolio as part of the RAD/PACT program. PRC, a team
of not-for-profit and for-profit partners that specialize
in developing, maintaining and revitalizing affordable
housing, was selected by NYCHA through a competitive
process to undertake the initiative in November 2020.
The complex and mission-driven project aligns with the
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CPC belief that responsible, long-term stewardship of
multifamily housing can help preserve affordability, reduce
displacement and act as a stabilizing force for residents
and their communities. The partners that make up PRC
have developed and revitalized over 200,000 affordable
housing units in New York City and have addressed the
social service needs of hundreds of thousands of the city’s
residents. PRC is comprised of development partners
Monadnock Development, LLC, Lemor Development
Group, and Kalel Holdings, LLC; investment partners The
Community Preservation Corporation and Community
Development Trust; and social service and property
management partners Community League of the Heights
and Cornell Pace, Inc.
“Learn More”
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AFFORDABLE HOUSING PORTFOLIO

MANHATTAN, THE BRONX AND BROOKLYN
1036 UNITS | CLOSING YEAR 2022

The Community Preservation Corporation (CPC), The
Community Development Trust (CDT), Monadnock
Development (MonDev) Red Stone Equity Partners (Red
Stone Equity) and the Black Developers Network Triboro
(BDN Triboro) announced the closing of a transaction to
purchase and preserve a 13-building affordable housing
portfolio totaling 1,036 units. The 13 buildings are located
on 10 properties that were developed by the Dunn
Development Corp., and are located in Manhattan, the
Bronx, and Brooklyn. All of the apartments will remain
affordable to low-income tenants.
The new ownership team is made up of mission-driven
nonprofit and for-profit companies with decades of
experience in affordable housing finance, construction,
maintenance, and management. The group of
preservation-focused organizations is dedicated to
providing stable, responsible ownership to preserve the
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long-term affordability and quality of the housing for
residents that call these developments home. Ownership
that is dedicated to affordable housing preservation can
help guard against gentrification, reduce displacement,
and contribute to the stability and revitalization of
communities.
The portfolio is comprised of newly built, high-quality
affordable apartments constructed between 2011 and 2017,
with all of the rents being income restricted, primarily at
levels affordable to tenants earning at or below 60 percent
of area median income. Many of the buildings also have
supportive housing components, combining affordable
housing with on-site support services to enable vulnerable
populations to live independently and thrive. Two of the
10 properties were co-developed by Dunn Development
Corp. and L+M Development Partners, Inc.
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CHARLOTTE SQUARE AT THE EAST END

ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
72 UNITS | CLOSING YEAR 2017

This transformational, multiphase project converted a sunken expressway to a thriving, walkable community,
adding 72 units of housing to the east of Downtown Rochester. As part of CPC’s equity investing platform,
Charlotte Square exemplifies CPC’s mission to invest alongside like-minded partners in multifamily housing
to ensure the positive social benefits of long-term stable ownership. By using our capital to finance Charlotte
Square, CPC advanced our commitment to responsible ownership and supported the economic development
goals set by the City of Rochester to develop the Inner Loop.
Serving as an anchor to the East End community, Charlotte Square Phase 1 brought 72 newly constructed
rental apartments to downtown Rochester. The $18 million development, which includes 10% affordable
apartments as well as market rate apartments, was financed in partnership with M&T Bank. At closing, the
project was to be one of two LEED Gold–certified sustainable multifamily buildings in the Greater Rochester
Area.
CPC is pleased to partner with Home Leasing on an adjacent development: Charlotte Square on the Loop,
a 50-unit affordable apartment complex financed with a $750,000 permanent loan from CPC in partnership
with the New York State Common Retirement Fund.
Both projects are part of a city-led initiative to develop longtime vacant land known as the Inner Loop.
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